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Data Mining
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Hi, my name is Herb Edelstein. Welcome to the Computer Channel.

I'm here to tell you today about Data Mining.

My company is Two Crows Corporation, and we're an organization that
specializes in helping people do data mining, and building software to support the
data mining process.

You know, for a number of years, people have been building data warehouses,
and they've been getting larger and more complex.

People use query tools on them, and report writers. They do multidimensional
analysis.

But, typically, to get information out of a data warehouse requires a sequence of
queries and analysis, and a whole bunch of assumptions.

And the databases have just gotten so large and complex that it's impossible for
any one person, or group of people, to understand all of the implications of the
data without help. And that's what's led to the spread of data mining.

Knowledge Discovery Process

We have to understand, first of all, that data mining is part of the process of
knowledge discovery - because what we're really trying to do is get knowledge
out of the databases.

We want to find things that we didn't know before. We want to find things that
actually surprise us - things that we didn't know enough about even to ask the
useful question.

The knowledge discovery process consists of four steps. The first step is data
analysis. You need to understand the data that's in your database. It's impossible
to do a good job of data mining without understanding your business, and without
understanding the data you've collected.

The second step is to gather the data and do some preparation to it. And, it's
possible, even though you may have already built a data warehouse, that you're
going to need to do some cleaning on top of the preparation.

Then you're ready for the data mining step. You're going to run a number of data
mining tools - and we'll talk about those in a few minutes.
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And you're going to build a model. A model is an abstraction of reality. You're
going to use it to describe - and predict with - your data, and find relationships
that you didn't know existed.

You're going to take this model, and in the last step, you're going to interpret and
evaluate the results.

Knowledge Discovery Examples

What are some examples of how I might look for knowledge in a database?

I want to do a direct mail campaign. How can I improve response?

This is a very widespread application, and, in a few minutes, I'll show you why
this is such a popular application.

Suppose I'm a telecommunications company. I have cellular phones, or a long
distance service. I want to know which customers are going to leave for a
competitor.

I'm sure many of you have gotten a call from a long distance service competing
with the one you use. How can your current long distance service reduce the kind
of turnover they get from something like that?

I want to know, when loan applications come in, who is a good credit risk and
who isn't? Who should I make this loan to? How can I tell?

Even in the field of medicine, we're seeing more and more applications of data
mining.

One application involved a particular operation. It would be successful, but the
patients would die. This is generally not considered a good outcome. And so the
question was: ''Can we identify the people who are good candidates for surgery -
who are likely to survive this surgery - before we operate on them?''

And, in fact, they gathered quite a bit of data on the patients who had already
had this surgery, and discovered who were good candidates - and then only did
those surgeries on people who were most likely to survive it.

So we can see that knowledge discovery, data mining, has enormous - even life-
saving - implications.

Data Mining Applications And Advantages

The data mining aspect of knowledge discovery is really an automation of things
that people once did manually. You're automatically discovering facts and
relationships in your data.
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This descends from things that people have been doing in statistics for a long
time. But we're going to combine these techniques with machine learning, and
database technology - so we can discover facts and relationships in very, very
large databases.

A key point about data mining - one of the major motivators causing it to become
very popular, even though it's relatively new - is that not only can it be used to
control expenses, but also to show you how to improve revenue.

Where is data mining being used?

Very commonly, it's in customer relationship management, where I want to look
at retention of customers - to decide who's a profitable customer.

There was an article in Newsweek pointing out how this was happening in
banking - where banks are looking at accounts, and deciding who is a profitable
customer. Until recently they couldn't tell this. To their profitable customers,
they're marketing new and better services. With unprofitable customers, they're
trying to structure fees to make them profitable, and market services that will
bring them in and turn them into profitable customers.

Marketing, targeting - who do I want to market something to? Who do I want to
sell clothing, cars, airline travel to? When I have a promotion - whether it's in a
grocery store, or a promotion for an airline, for a vacation - how effective is this
promotion? Am I leaving money on the table?

Cross-marketing - who buys one thing from me now that I can identify as a target
for something else?

Other applications abound. Fraud detection is a very popular application.

The Health Insurance Collective in Australia has been using a data mining
application that has saved them - in just the first few months - an enormous
amount of money, simply by detecting fraudulent claims, and other things that
were going on in the claims process.

Credit assessment, medical procedure effectiveness - I've mentioned those
previously.

We also see people wanting to use data mining in looking at financial
performance - particularly in the stock market, for example. What are the things
that I can find to identify a good portfolio, good stocks, etc.?

We're even beginning to see data mining in manufacturing, where we look at
product reliability and quality control.
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Direct Mail Example: Lift

Let me give you an example of how data mining can be very cost effective. In
particular, what I want to look at is a direct mail campaign. We're going to talk
about something called ''lift''.

In this graph, the shorter set of bars represents the percent of a total mailing -
across the bottom - and the percent of an expected response.

So I'm going to mail out a hundred thousand pieces, and I expect a 3% percent
response rate. If I mail out all 100,000 - that's 100% across the bottom - at the
top, I'll get 100% of my total response, or 3,000 replies.

If I do this at random - if I mail to half the hundred thousand people - then I
expect to get half the response.

Wouldn't it be nice if there were a way to figure out how to mail these solicitations
to people who are likely to respond?

In fact, I can apply data mining technologies such as neural nets to do this. And
you can see the other graphic that's much higher. For each percent of total
mailing, the percent of expected response is much greater when I identify who I
want to mail to - in this case, by applying a neural net.

This has a couple of benefits. Not only does it help the direct mailer do a better
job, and a more efficient job, but it also keeps you from getting mailings that you
don't want.

Now let's calculate the return on investment.

We can look at our return, which is simply the response we get times the mailing
size and value. We can look at our cost, which has a fixed component and a
variable component, depending upon how many we mail out. Then we can
calculate a return on investment.

What we find - with a reasonable set of assumptions - is that there is an
enormous increase in return on investment. And you can select a mailing size
that you want to do to maximize that return - in this case, 40%. Mailing to 40% of
your 100,000 gives you a maximum - in this case, 160% - return on investment.

People using data mining are seeing returns on investment of 100, 200, 300%.
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KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY:

Prepare Data

Now let's take a more detailed look at the steps in the knowledge discovery
process.

First we need to prepare our data. We're going to prepare it in a couple of ways.

First of all, we may actually need to pare it down - reduce the number of
variables or columns, sample the rows, use just a certain number of cases.

In addition, we're going to have to do some preparation that involves
transforming the data. We might need to do some calculations, such as calculate
an amount that equals price times quantity.

We may need to group continuous values. For example, salary might go into
three categories - high, medium and low - rather than be a continuous set of
numbers.

We may need to take categorical data, such as color, and convert it into
individual fields - because some products require you to do that.

Analyze And Understand The Data

We're going to need to understand our data in order to do a good job with these
transformations - with data preparation - to figure out, for example, how we're
going to sample the data.

We're going to want to know: ''What are the problems we're trying to solve?''
Simply throwing a data mining tool onto a large database and saying, ''Oh, great
guru, tell me what you can,'' is a guaranteed way to fail.

What you really need to do is ask, ''What can I do to get a lift in my direct mail?
What can I do to improve the survival rate for this surgery?'' There are some
visualization tools that help you examine the data - before you even run your
data mining - that will help you understand what happens there.

Build A Model

Now we're going to build the model. We're going to run our data mining.

We need to take a subset of our data, and we're going to use that, in most cases,
to ''train'' the data mining algorithm. Remember, I said knowledge discovery in
data mining involves machine learning. We need to train the machine.

We do this by taking a set of data with known results, and running this through
our data mining algorithm - and it infers the patterns. Then we take this result and
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we test it. We may have to go through this a number of times, until we're finally
happy with the model we've built.

Intelligent Data Mining

Lastly, we're going to test the implications of our conclusions against real data.
There are a number of things we have to avoid.

We don't want to overfit our data. If we keep going against the same, huge
amount of data to train the algorithm, we will accurately describe the patterns in
just that data - and it won't fit anything that's a little bit different.

We also need to be careful that, if we have too many variables, they're really not
going to be as independent as we may think they are, and some artifacts can
appear. We'll have variables involved, and patterns that don't really belong.

We may also get nonsensical relationships, such as: ''People over 120-years old
don't buy much.'' Well, we know that. We don't need data mining to tell us that.

One thing we definitely need to remember is that relationship is not the same as
causality.

Just because we have discovered a pattern, doesn't mean that someone's being
in a demographic group causes them to buy something.

It is a relationship, not a cause.

Lastly, we must be conscious of patterns that are caused by the noise - missing
data, or incorrect data values.

Sampling is a very appropriate and important thing to do. You may have tens,
indeed, hundreds of millions of rows of data. But in many cases, you only need to
look at fifty or a hundred thousand rows in order to understand what the result is.
This reduces the amount of data you need to deal with, and improves
performance considerably.

On the other hand, if you're looking for very small effects, you may need to look
at the entire database. You have to be careful that you don't sample all the data -
taking every tenth record, perhaps - and get an incorrect proportion, for example,
of men and women. You need to do an intelligent job of sampling.

Interpret And Evaluate Results

Then you need to take a look at the results.

Are they reliable? Are they robust? Are they sensitive to simple changes?
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What are their implications? What are the cost savings or revenues that you can
get from them?

And, what does it cost you to implement the recommendations that data mining
may reveal?

If I can save $100,000 - or increase my revenue by $100,000 - but it costs me
$200,000 to do it, then the result from the data mining may be very interesting,
but not very useful.

CATEGORIES OF DATA MINING PROBLEMS

Now let's examine the technology that goes into data mining in more detail.

First of all, we have to understand the kinds of problems - the categories of
problems - that people are trying to solve with data mining.

In general, they're trying to describe databases, and then predict how new data
will act.

There are five general kinds of things that people are trying to do with data
mining.

By far the most common is something called classification ... Simply put,
classification identifies which class somebody belongs to.

Are they in the good credit risk class or the bad credit risk class?

Clustering also tries to identify groupings, but it doesn't have any training set on
which to base its approach. It doesn't, a priori, know some good credit risks and
bad credit risks. It's trying to figure out how the data clumps together.

Association is looking for what things happen together.

Sequences is looking for associations of things or events that happen together -
but over a period of time, rather than in the course of a single event.

Lastly, we want to do some very traditional sorts of things, like forecasting
values.

How large is something going to be? Perhaps we can even forecast the exact
amount.

Classification

Let's look at these categories in more detail.
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Classification recognizes patterns that describe the group to which an item
belongs. And it uses a training set of existing items to figure out what the rules
are - in order to place new items into appropriate categories.

We might use it for credit ratings; we might use it for medical procedures; we
might use it to decide which stocks are going to go up, which stocks are going to
go down, and which stocks are going to stay the same.

These are not simple linear models. You can't draw a line connecting points.

Here's an example, graphically, to illustrate different groupings, different
classifications.

In this case there's a relationship between debt and income.

What I find, when I run my data mining algorithm, is that there's one group which
is poor credit risks and another group which is good credit risks. And we can
identify these groups using various algorithms for classifications.

It is important to understand that the category of problem is classification; the
algorithms, or the technologies, are going to be things like neural nets, decision
trees, etc. - which I'll talk about in a few moments.

Clustering

Classification is an example of supervised learning. That is, we have a training
set that guides us in discovering the patterns for assigning the groups.

Clustering is different Clustering is an example of unsupervised learning,
because we have no training set.

We don't know, a priori, what the groups even are. The clustering algorithms will
help us discover what those groups are.

It can be used for detecting defects in manufacturing. It can be used for finding
affinity groups. Who can I market a credit card to, that I'm also doing something
else with, for example?

Here's a graphic that illustrates clustering. We found a cluster in this, and we did
it without having known that these were going to be good credit risks, bad credit
risks, or whatever. We had no training set. Now you may look at this graphic and
say, ''Wow, why do I need an algorithm? I can just see it.''

Two points: number one, visualization tools - which could be a scatter plot, or
some other things - really do help you understand what's going on in your data.
And you may be your own clustering algorithm in that sense.
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Secondly, this is a very simplified set of data, and we've only found one cluster. If
I had hundreds of thousands of rows - if not millions or tens of millions of rows -
and I was finding 4, 5, 6, 8 clusters, then it would be a little harder just to show it
visually.

TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY

What are some of the techniques we use to do classification, clustering, some
other categories that we've talked about?

First of all we use traditional statistics and modern regression techniques. In fact,
statisticians will even argue that neural nets and decision trees are just examples
of regressions.

But there are other things, such as MARS - which stands for Multi-Adaptive
Regression Splines.

(It's very important, by the way, that you understand what every acronym stands
for, because that will really convince people that you understand the subject.)

Data Mining Tools And Techniques

We've heard a lot, over the years, about neural nets.

We're hearing more about decision trees. And I'll talk about those in a moment.
Rule induction is related to decision trees.

Memory-based reasoning says, ''Let me bring this data into memory, and find
things that are associated with each other by looking at distances.''

Genetic algorithms is a technique. It's not like a neural net. It's not going to find
the pattern. What it's going to do is automatically vary the parameters for the
neural net - so that you can run many different neural nets to find the one that
works best.

Visualization, in some senses, is not so much a data mining technique as it is
something that supports data mining techniques  - by allowing you to see the
data, and focus attention on things.

Lastly - and, I think, a very important point - you're going to need combinations of
algorithms in order to do effective data mining. Data mining isn't simply a matter
of taking a neural net and slapping it on data and expecting to get results.

There's some data - and this is really a characteristic of the data itself, and you
may not know this, a priori - that won't work well with a neural net. There's some
data that, a priori, won't work well with a decision tree. What you may need to do
is try more than one algorithm, in order to find the most useful patterns.
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Neural Nets: Function, Benefits, Drawbacks

How do neural nets work?

Neural nets work by taking a set of inputs - income, debt, age, payments - and
putting them through a multilayer network.

Now, exactly what happens in this multilayer network is transparent to you. You
don't really see it. Essentially, it's figuring out coefficients that are going to allow it
to weigh the inputs to categorize in the outputs.

Neural nets can handle lots of dependent variables - multiple things that you
want to predict. They do a good job with continuous or discrete variables. They
can find some very complex interactions.

On the other hand, they're a complex architecture to use properly. You run into
difficulty, sometimes, in tuning them - in getting them to work right.

They may not find a maximum that's global. They may just find something that's
local. So, you have to watch out for things like that.

You have to be careful of the way they deal with categorical data.

If ''state'', for example, were a predictor, then I would have to create one variable
for each state. That's what I mean by the ''categorical data explosion''.

But perhaps the biggest drawback to neural nets is that the model they produce
is not descriptive.

It is a black box.

When you are trying to predict with a neural net, you take a value, run it through,
and it tells you which category it put things in.

It doesn't give you a set of rules that you can look at and say, ''this is
reasonable'', or ''this is not''. It is a black box.

And therefore, it's difficult - in fact, it's impossible - to say a priori, that this is a
reasonable thing that it's doing. It just works.

Decision Trees

Decision trees are going to come up with an explicit set of rules. And, in fact,
many things that are expressed as a decision tree can also be expressed as a
set of rules.
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Here is a sample decision tree. If your income is greater than $40,000, and you
have high debt, then you're a bad credit risk. But if you have low debt, then
you're a good credit risk.

You see how I'm traversing the branches of the tree. What a decision tree
algorithm is going to do - based on the independent variables - is figure out
where to put these splits, to come to the different layers of the tree, and figure out
how to do the categorization.

Data Visualization

Data visualization is a visual representation of a multidimensional database.

It takes advantage of the wide bandwidth that we have when we look at
something. Our eyes can take in a tremendous amount of information, and we
process it in parallel, in a very, very efficient way.

For one example of where data visualization has been very effective, look at a
book club database. It's been used to find relationships among member
characteristics, their purchasing patterns, and whether they're going to cancel.

This may have happened to some of you. You've been a member of a book club,
and suddenly you get a special offer. Buy a book from this particular catalog and
we'll send you a second. You say, ''Oh, great, I wonder why they did that. I was
thinking of canceling, but I guess I won't.''

They ran this kind of algorithm and they figured that out. You got that offer, and
someone else didn't.

You can use data visualization to view product placements in retail stores - with
sales volumes, and what other products are there.

That's another kind of data visualization - a very powerful tool.

Association

Let's talk about association. If item A is part of an event, then a certain
percentage of the time - called the ''confidence factor'' - item B is going to be part
of the event.

For example, I have a grocery store. If low fat cottage cheese and nonfat yogurt
are bought, then 80% of the time, skim milk is also purchased.

One of the things I want to do is find out, ''What are the things - what's in a
market basket - that go together?'' Maybe I can change things by putting them
close together on the shelves.
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So, by finding associations, I can look at promotions. I can look at physical
placement, etc.

A very famous case is the beer and diaper case.

They ran - the story goes, and I'm not 100% sure whether this tale is apocryphal
or not - but they ran a data mining application on a grocery store. And, they
discovered that on Fridays beer and diapers were bought together a huge
percentage of the time.

The reason was that, a lot of times, guys, at the end of the day, were stopping at
grocery stores to get beer, and their wives were calling them and saying, ''While
you're there, why don't you pick up some diapers?'' And so they actually found
they could increase diaper sales, the story goes, by physically placing these
things close together.

Sequencing

Sequencing is related to association, but it's spread over time.

If event A occurs, then a certain percentage of the time, event B is going to
occur.

If a surgical procedure, for example, is performed, then 40% of the time a certain
infection will occur within five days. But after five days, the likelihood of the
infection drops to 4%.

If you can find this from data mining, think what you can do.

You can take preventive action to reduce the probability of that infection for the
first five days.

Perhaps you've been doing this preventive action, but doing it for a ten-day
period, and you discover that doing it for ten days isn't cost effective.

So, this kind of data mining can have implications for health, and for costs.

Here is something that everybody wishes they can find. In fact, if I can find this
sequence, I'm never going to do another talk. If stock A rises more than 12% and
the NASDAQ index drops, then stock B will rise within two days 68% of the time.
As soon as I figure out what stock A and stock B are, good-bye work.
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DATA MINING PRODUCT SPECS:

Usability

Now let's take a look at how we put all this together into products. Because, it's
very nice to talk about technologies and techniques and knowledge discovery,
but it all comes down to: ''Can I use it?''

The first thing we need to look at is the usability of a product. The more the
product supports the end-to-end knowledge discovery process, the more
effective it will be.

I want it to help me in transforming my data, in gathering my data, in cleaning my
data. I want it to work with a good user interface. I want it to be able to build my
models easily, and I want to be able to go straight to the database and pull things
out, without having to go through an intermediate step.

Lastly, I want a tool that helps me interpret my results. I want to know what the
results mean.

What are the financial implications? I want to get a feeling for the reliability and
accuracy of my results.

Some tools give you the ability to do this, but require you to write a lot of
supporting software around them. And, they may be very good tools for very
large-scale problems.

There are also tools aimed at simpler problems - designed to work on the
desktop - that provide more facilities, but really are not aimed at large-scale
problems.

Functionality

Next we need to look at product functionality.

Is it an open system? Does it run on lots of different computers  - or is it a captive
system that only runs on a particular vendor's hardware? What problem(s) is it
suitable for?

Today, the bulk of products that are shipping are suitable for classification.
Relatively few products today are aimed at associations, sequencing or
clustering.

Can I do prediction and detection? Can I do verification? Can I do discovery?
How does it deal with different kinds of variables?
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What are the kinds of algorithms it uses? Does it give me a variety of algorithms,
so I can find the particular technology that supports my data mining category best
- for my particular workload in data?

How does it deal with missing or incorrect data, with noisy data? Some products
are very sensitive to noise. If your data is not as clean or as nice as it could be,
then the product won't work very well.

How fast is it? Is it fast enough to give me a result in a timely fashion? If I have a
data mining tool that takes days or weeks to find something, and I need the result
in hours, then it's not going to be very useful.

Scalability

One of the issues we need to address in talking about data mining is product
scalability. Now scalability, in this context, has three meanings.

The first meaning has to do with the scalability of accessing the database.

Even if I'm doing data sampling from a hundred-million-row database, I need to
be able to sample those rows - even if I'm only taking a hundred thousand rows
out of a hundred million - quickly.

So I want my DBMS itself to be scaleable. The larger the database I'm going
against - the more data that's in there - the more effective I need that DBMS to
be in handling large data.

Second is the issue of algorithm scalability.

For many problems, I can sample and deal with fifty or a hundred thousand rows
- even if I have a hundred million rows of raw data. So algorithm scalability where
sampling works may be less important.

On the other hand, if I'm looking for some very subtle effects, then I may want an
algorithm that is highly parallelized - so it can handle millions of rows of data to
find those subtle effects.

It's also important to recognize that the amount of time it takes these algorithms
to work is a function not only of the number of rows they're going at, but the
number of columns, or the number of dependent variables.

Some companies have hundreds of attributes - some companies have more than
a thousand -  that they may keep on a particular transaction, customer, etc.
Those enormous numbers of attributes can significantly slow down the process
of searching for patterns.
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Lastly, we need to look at the hardware on which we're running. Does it support
parallel databases? Will it support parallel algorithm execution?

So, we need to look at the scalability of our DBMS, of our algorithms and of the
hardware on which we're running.

Product List

There's been a huge explosion of products in the data mining area.

While there have been a number of products around for a while, we've seen new
products - designed both for the desktop and to be highly scaleable - coming out
just in droves, as people recognize that this is a very important market segment.

I've listed here, in alphabetical order (by product name or producer), some of the
products that are out there. This is by no means a complete list, but it's a good
cross section of some of the leading products.

> ANGOSS Knowledge SEEKER - a decision tree product
> Cross/Z Fractal DBMS - notable for its compression
> DataMind - a nice combination product
> HNC Software has Database Mining Workstation - aimed at a lot of neural net
applications
> HyperParallel - their Discovery product is aimed at highly scaleable large
applications
> Information Discovery IDIS - some of you may have known them as
IntelligenceWare in the past. These products have been about for a while. They
do a number of different things
> IBM has announced their Intelligent- a set of tools for building large-scale data
mining solutions.
> NeuralWare NeuralWorks Predict -  another neural net product for data mining
> Thinking Machines has Darwin - a suite of products

In addition, statistical packages such as

> S+
> SAS
> SPSS

have tools in them - visualization in some cases, neural nets in others, and some
other things - that make them useful for doing certain types of data mining.

So there's a wide spectrum of products available. Let's take a look at some of
those products.
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DATA MINING:

''DataMind'' Example

DataMind provides what they, themselves, call an integrated cognitive model - in
that it's built on both a neural net and a decision tree, in an integrated fashion.

There are three versions of DataMind. The version we're looking at is aimed at
doing desktop data mining.

There's also a UNIX version that's aimed at handling larger scale problems.

In this case we're going to build a very simple application. There's a wizard to
help us go through it. We're going to use an ASCII file, although we could use
any ODBC database.

We're going to find the data that we want ... and load that data in. Here's the data
that's available to us. We see a bunch of fields have been selected as input fields
already. Gender has two values. Marital Status has three values. We have
Monthly Expenses, which is a continuous variable that's been divided into five
buckets.

The dependent variable, or the output variable, is Account Status. It has three
values, and by clicking on it we can see that they're Balanced, Overdraft and
Payment Late - with 247 occurrences, 87 occurrences and 73 occurrences,
respectively.

The system is now building the model for us.

And now, we have a nice interface that enables us to go in and understand some
things about our model.

The first thing we want to do is take a look at the Summary of the discovery
results.

We see that Payment History 12, Payment History 11, and Occupation of
Principal all have a very high Impact on whether the Account Status is Balanced.

Impact And Frequency

What Impact means is - it's a complex, Bezier probabilistic calculation that says,
''It's quite likely that if you have this value on your input, this is the value you're
going to have on your output.''

And Frequency - as opposed to Impact - said, ''In the database, two-thirds of the
records had Payment History 12 with Impact 100'', and so on (that is, two-thirds
of the records that had Account Status, Balanced).
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Similarly, if we take a look at Checking Account having a value of No, 100% of
the times that you had an Account Status of Overdraft, you had Checking
Account, No.

But why then would the Impact be low?

The Impact is low because, in this particular data set, lots of people don't have a
checking account. So, No was also found with Account Status, Balanced and
Account Status, Payment Late.

And so, while it happens in all cases where Account Status is Overdraft - hence
this Required - its impact is relatively low.

Graphical View

Let's take a look at one more thing, which is some graphical views that can help
us understand things like these impacts.

For example, let's take a look at what the impact of Payment History is on the
outcomes of the account. We're going to use the graphical capability of Microsoft
Excel as a visualization tool.

Here, we see the Payment History - the effects of Payment History on the output
Account Status. Here are the three values for Account Status. Here are the
different values for Payment History.

As we saw on the chart, the Payment History with value 11 and 12 has a very
high impact on Account Status, Balanced.

You can use this kind of visualization to help you home in on things that may be
more difficult to see in a chart form.

What I've shown you here is an example of desktop data mining.

I want to emphasize that while we mined this data, it was a very small test
database - and we still needed to do some interpretation. It wasn't magic. It
wasn't automatic.

Now let's take a look at some products that are designed to handle much larger
problems - problems with greater amounts of data, that need scalability.
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DATA MINING:

''Darwin'' Example

Ralphe Wiggins: Hello, my name is Ralphe Wiggins. I'm from a company called
Thinking Machines, which is famous for being able to handle large data sets very
quickly.

I'm going to show you a product called Darwin.

This is a data mining product used to make predictive models.

That is, we're going to take historical data, and predict something that will help a
business be more profitable, or cut down on expenses.

Here is a sample problem where we're going to look at the data to find out which
households subscribe to magazines, and which households do not subscribe to
magazines, based on other properties of the households.

We have a lot of properties, such as how many people are in the household,
what they contribute money to, what they spend their money on, what kind of
pets they have, where they're located - many different properties.

This product is going to form a set of rules, based on that data, in order to make
a prediction.

Modeling Options: Decision Tree

Now, when we set out to do data mining we have an option of doing several
different types of modeling.

We can do a decision tree. We can do a neural network. Or we can do K-
nearest-neighbor, or a Match algorithm.

Which one you choose just depends upon which one does the best job on your
data set. There's no real magic about choosing one or the other.

We're going to look at making a decision tree from this data. And we're doing that
because the tree happened to work best on this data.

Parallel Algorithm

One point I'd like to make is that we have built this algorithm - this product - from
the ground up to be parallel. So, we can run on a set - or a cluster - of
computers. We can run on one workstation, or we can run on a cluster of 128
workstations. And that gives us the opportunity of handling much bigger data sets
than what we're showing here.
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To illustrate how this works, let's look at a tree that was constructed from the data
... Here we see rules that are an interpretation of the decision tree. These rules
were generated by Darwin - by interpreting the historical data. We looked at more
than 1,000 rows of data about different households, and these are among the
rules that were determined directly from the data - with no human intervention.

Results: Predictive Power

This first rule is talking about households that do not subscribe to magazines -
the zero indicates that they do not subscribe.

It's saying that if a household does not use bank cards, and does not have cats,
then we can determine - by looking at this rule - that they do not subscribe to
magazines. And we only make a 1-1/2% error in making that prediction.

So this rule allows us to make predictions about houses that don't have bank
cards and don't own cats.

Let's skip down here to this rule, where we're describing households that do
subscribe to magazines.

In this case, we're looking at households that do not have bank cards, but do
have cats, and in which there are more than two people.

Here we can say that they will be magazine subscribers - and, in fact, we can say
that with no error whatsoever.

This is based on a fairly small sample. If we had a much larger sample - a million
households or a hundred million households - then there would be more error
here. But we would have a similar conclusion.

So the power of this data mining product is that you start with data that you just
record about the household, and it determines the rules based on that data. It
gives you a description of how to predict whether or not the household is a
magazine subscriber or not, based strictly on the data.

This can be extended, as you can imagine, to any kind of data where you're
making any kind of prediction.

The other aspect that we need to investigate when we do data mining is, ''How
accurate are the predictions?'' We could see some accuracy percentages looking
at the rules, but we really want to get an overall, fifty-thousand-foot-level view of
the accuracy.

We can do that by looking at a lift graph.
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Lift Graph

The lift graph for this particular set of rules about magazine subscriptions is
illustrated here.

There's a bar along the X axis that goes all the way up to 10 This says that we
can identify a 5% group of people - that is, 5% of all of the people that we looked
at - who are 10 times more likely to subscribe to magazines than the average for
the entire group.

You can imagine how important that is when you're trying to decide who to
market to and who not to market to.

This is a very small example of problems that we can solve for businesses.

We can apply data mining to very large problems, with millions, or ten of millions,
or hundreds of millions of rows, and have many different descriptive variables
applied to each of those rows.

Herb Edelstein: Now let's take a look at a tool from IBM, the Intelligent Data
Miner, that's also aimed at very large-scale applications - because of its parallel
nature, and its ability to deal with parallel DBMS.

We'll look at a particular application of it.

DATA MINING:

''Intelligent Miner'' Example

Mike Bresnehan: As Herb mentioned there are a large number of data mining
techniques.

IBM is bringing many of these to market in a product called the IBM Intelligent
Miner. This is a product that's primarily intended for the data analyst.

In addition to that, we have a strategy of trying to bring these data mining
techniques to the business users so that they can drive the data mining process
themselves.

To do that our goal is to create application programs that will allow the business
end users to use data mining capabilities.

Customer Segmentation Application

Today we'll take a look at an example of one of these applications - the Customer
Segmentation application.
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To provide the capability for business end users to drive the data mining process,
we've done a number of things with this Customer Segmentation application.

The first thing we've done is to define a streamlined process to drive this data
mining. That's represented (in the video) by these red boxes down at the bottom,
that show the path that one would follow.

The other thing we've done is create a business object oriented front end that
allows users to deal at the level of business objects.

So the first thing that users would do when they come in is click on File, and then
define whether they're going to Open (an existing) Mining Study, or, in our case,
we're going to create a New Mining Study.

Once we've done that, what we're going to do is give it a name. Now, in our case,
we're using retail data as an example. And some of the information that's in here
is promotional information - the result of a promotion that we ran. So we'll call this
''Summer Promo''.

Business Object Orientation

Now once we define, or identify, that we are creating a new mining study, our first
action is available to us - which is shown on the bottom here.

We need to Define a Business Object. By clicking on that, what we're able to do
is define our business object.

Because this is related to a summer promo, we'll also call this ''Summer Promo''.

We're going to use Customer Summary level data in here. Having done that,
now, the system asks us to identify the Business Attributes of this object.

For a simple analysis for demonstration purposes, we're going to pick four - Sex,
Age, Total Spending and the Discount provided to the customers.

Now, in this particular case, we have not defined a mapping to the data source.
So, we're going to create a custom mapping by clicking on Custom Map - and
we're going to select one of the three Data Sources that we have available to us
in this example.

Now what we need to do is map our Business Attributes to our DataSource
Attributes, and we do that by clicking on the pairings, Sex to Sex - and Add
Mapping - Age to Age, and we continue down the line doing that.

Once we're done, we click OK, and now we've associated a data source to our
business object.
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Scoring Model

At this point, what we want to do is create a Scoring (or Segment) Model.

Typically, what's done is to ask for a Sampling Size, as opposed to the entire
data set. This is especially useful when dealing with very large data sets.

What we're looking for here is an analysis based upon how much customers
spent with us. So, we will give it a name of ''Spent''.

We'll ask for a Sampling Size of 10%, and we Start the process.

Now that the Scoring Model has been created, what we can do is apply that
Scoring Model to the data - to produce the final segmentation results.

And, now that we've produced our Segment result, we can visualize that result.
We do that by clicking on the result icon and asking for the distribution of the
result.

This is the standard visualization that we use to show the output from the
Customer Segmentation application.

We've tried to present as much information as possible on one screen, using a
business charting paradigm that would be common and familiar to most business
users - specifically, pie charts and bar charts.

Results: Graphical Representation

Now the first thing that we can see is that the segmentation exercise has created
three different segments. Up at the very top are segments number 1, 2 and 3 -
even though we'd asked for up to four. That is because the segmentation
techniques will find the optimal fit within the constraints that we provide.

The second thing that we can see, in this ... vertical line over here, is the relative
population size for each of these segments. For example, segment number one
has 72 members in it, as opposed to 9 for segment two, and 18 for segment
number three.

Now the other thing that's important on here is what each of these little pie charts
and bar charts represents.

They represent the various attributes that we've done analysis on, and they're
presented in order of decreasing significance, as far as the strength of that
attribute to differentiate one segment from another.

If we look at segment 1, the strongest attribute is that of sex. This population -
looking at this pie chart - is almost all female. We can tell that because the inner
pie chart represents the population of this segment.
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The outer pie chart represents the distribution of the population, as a whole.

We can see that, while the majority of the whole population is female, for
segment number 1, the population is almost totally female.

If we compare that with segment number 3, we can see that this is almost
exclusively a male segment.

And that is the predominant difference between those two segments.

The middle segment, though, is the one that is of most interest in this exercise.

Here the strongest attribute is the amount of discount that we allowed customers
to take. We can see that, for those customers that took predominantly a 10%
discount, we were able to drive significantly more sales volume.

That's represented by this bar chart over here, where, again, we use an overlay
technique.

In this case, the shaded area is the distribution of the population as a whole, and
the area outlined with the red lines is the distribution of the population for this
specific segment.

Applying The Results

We can see that, by increasing the discount percentage, we were able to
increase the amount each customer spent within our store.

Now, how can this be used?

This can be used in a number of ways. Although, in a real world example we
would typically see even more differentiation, and even more segments.

For example, in one case where we applied these techniques to a targeted
marketing application, we were able to improve response rates to the targeted
marketing campaign from a range of 2 to 3% up to 11%.

Real-World Complexity

What we've just seen is a very simple example of the use of the Customer
Segmentation application.

In a real world case, we'd be dealing with a much more complex situation. A
more complex situation would result in something looking like this.

This is an example of the results of a more complex analysis, where we've asked
for more segments, and provided more attributes.
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The value of doing this is that you allow the system itself to determine - based
upon the wealth of data that you have - what the most significant attributes are,
and what your customer segments are.

DATA MINING FOR KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY

Herb Edelstein: Let me conclude by emphasizing a few points.

Remember that knowledge discovery is an entire process. Data mining is an
important part of that process.

Knowledge discovery is itself not a product. There are data mining products that
support the knowledge discovery process.

Intelligent data mining isn't simply a matter of taking an algorithm and running it
against a database. Rather, it requires a mix of tools and techniques, and the
intelligent application of the data mining technology against the database.

The only way you can employ this technology effectively is if you know both the
tools and the business.

A technologist who doesn't understand your business cannot do an effective job
of data mining.

Conversely, someone who knows the business, but doesn't understand the tools,
is not going to get the most interesting information out of your data.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Thank you very much.

I hope you find this introduction to knowledge discovery and data mining useful in
understanding your data and running your company.

By the way, Two Crows Corporation is producing a study of the data mining
products that are out there, and this may be of interest and of use to you.

If so, please get in touch with us, at
herb@twocrows.com
(301) 983-3555

Thanks again.

The Computer Channel, Inc.
http://www.compchannel.com
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